
Let’s skate! 

I love to ice skate. Both of my parents went to The University of Vermont, and my 
wife and I went to the University of Utah (Go UTES!).I grew up outside of Boston, 
Massachusetts, and learned to ice skate about the time I learned to walk. In New 
England, learning to ice skate early in life is par for the course. The multiple small 
streams, lakes and rivers freeze early in November and do not thaw until late in 
March. I grew up in Acton, an area that is filled with swamps in the summer and 
multiple frozen canals in the winter. Because the canals were bounded by pine 
forests, they were protected from the massive snowfall (directly onto the ice) that 
we get here in Clarence. The ice would freeze without any ripples, bumps, or 
cracks, and was hard and clear as glass. PERFECT for ice skating. We would run 
home after school, strap on our skates, and race through the massive systems of 
backwoods canals much like the kids from Holland, Norway or Russia. Stopping 
only when the sun went down, we would often skate seven days a week. 
Weekends were for families, and all the local ponds were crowded with Moms, 
Dads and tons of kids holding hands and skating to and fro….just like an 1880 
print from Currier and Ives!     

   When we moved to Clarence back in 1986 one of my first projects was to 
construct an Olympic size ice rink in my side yard. I know that my kids had a great 
time skating there, but I was always amazed that there was not more open 
skating in the ponds and on the streams in Clarence.  

   After I took office early in 2012 I approached the head of the Clarence Parks 
Department, Jim Burkard, and asked if there was anywhere we could flood that 
would provide kids with an open, accessible place to ice skate in the winter. He 
suggested two sites: one was at the Main St. Town Park tennis courts, and had 
been used during Winterfest in previous years. The Parks Department would flood 
the tennis courts and allow kids to skate all winter. Great! The second was, in my 
mind, better because it was the back culvert at Meadowlakes Park. The beauty of 
this site was that it was HUGE when flooded, easily the size of two Olympic ice 
rinks, and that it was accessible to walkers. Unlike the rink located at the Park on 
Main St, kids from Meadowlakes could walk to the rink and skate all afternoon 



without Mom or Dad having to drive them. As luck would have it, this winter has 
been almost perfect for skating, with extra cold temperatures and very little 
snow. I stopped by last night (2/21) and there was a dad shoveling off the rink at 
Meadowlakes while his two boys skated around with their hockey sticks. The ice 
was just like glass, and the kids were flying around the ice like junior Buffalo 
Sabres. They had been skating all week, since school was out January 18th through 
the 22nd in the Town of Clarence for winter break.  

   If you have kids, and you need a winter break, I urge you to pack up the kids, 
strap on your skates and to make use of both parks this winter. The memories 
that you will create by teaching your kids to skate and by spending time with 
them while they are small will surely last a lifetime!  

Should you have any questions or comments on this article, please email 
dhartzell@clarence.ny.us or stop by town hall. My door is always open! 
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